The new c-number calculus for functions of noncommuting operators, developed in Paper I and employed in Paper II to formulate a general phase-space description of boson systems, deals with situations involving equal-time operators only. In the present paper extensions are presented for the treatment of problems involving boson operators at two or more instants of time. The mapping of time-ordered products onto c-number functions is studied in detail. The results make it possible to evaluate time-ordered products of boson operators by phase-space techniques. The usual Wick theorem for boson systems is obtained as a special case of a much more general theorem on time ordering. Our method of derivation appears to provide the first direct proof of Wick's theorem as well as a clear insight into its true meaning. A closed expression is also obtained for the time-evolution operator in terms of the solutio~of the c-number difFerential equation for the phase-space equivalent of this operator. The new calculus is also applied to the problem of evaluating normally ordered time-ordered, and also the antinormally ordered time-ordered, correlation functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
we obtain a new identity which makes it possible to express time-ordered products of a set of operators, which are functionals linear in the positive-and the negative-frequency parts of the field operators, in normally ordered forms. This identity is essentially a generalization of a formula given by Anderson, ' ' which like Wick's theorem is frequently used in 6eld theory.
In Sec. IV, we present a closed-form expression for the unitary time-evolution operator of a boson system in terms of the solution of the c-number differential equation satisfied by the phase-space equivalent of this operator. We illustrate this result by deriving the explicit expression for the time-evolution operator for a forced harmonic oscillator. In Sec. V, we introduce the concept of multitime mapping of unequal-time boson operators onto t, "-number variables; we then show how this correspondence may be used to evaluate the normally ordered time-ordered, and also the antinormally ordered time-ordered, correlation functions. In these papers only problems involving operators that satisfy the equal-time commutation relations Lit(t), tit(t)g = 1 were considered.
In the present paper, we extend the theory to situations involving noncommuting boson operators at two or more instants of time. We study in detail the mapping of the time-ordered product of a set of operators onto c-number functions. In Sec. II we derive a general formula which makes it possible to evaluate timeordered products in terms of products ordered according to some Let T denote the time-ordering operator and let us consider the time-ordered product T{Gl(tl) G2(t2) . GM(tM) } of cV Heisenberg operators G (222= 1,2, . . . , 3I).
The operators G will also depend on tt and lent (i.e. , Gm=Gm(tt, 12t;t ); Ltt, tttj= 1), but as a rule we will not exhibit this dependence explicitly. We may express the time-ordered product in the form T{Gl(tl) GM(tM)} =g 8(t;, -t;,) M X II12 "M II Fm (Zm)sm*)tm)~zm=z; zm*=z" ) ( XF2 " (z»z2*z t2) l s= z= ' z'= z"= *} (2 17)
We shall refer to [Gi'(ti) 
Let us consider first the special case when 3E= 2. On expanding the exponential in (2.15), and on using the fact that the c-number functions Fi&"&(z,z*; t) and F2&"&(z,z*; t) 
where s(p, t) and s*(p,t) have the form
Let us again assume that each of the operators G is of the form (2.11), so that its Phase-sPace equivalent i In l ce of (3 5) we then obtain the formula given by (2.13). We will write this equivalent as F &»{s(t), s*(t) } = A"s(t)+8~*(t), where s(t) and its complex conjugate s~(t) are of the
T{Gi(ti). Gir(tsr)} =S& ' exp P g 0(t; t, )-with
(3.12)
Bs;(t;) Bs,*(t, )
( 3 4) Now in view of the linearity of F &~&, (3.4) mav be rewritten as
where J is a c-number and J* is its complex conjugate.
In place of the operators G (t) defined by (2.11), we now have the operators
We are now' in a position to obtain the generalization of the result of Anderson. Let q(+) and q( ) be the positive-and negative-frequency parts of a boson Geld operator p. In the interaction picture, the commutator [j&+&(x,t'), i«& i(y, t)) is a c-number. Let us make the association" (analogous to the association a-+s, Ot -+s*)
where X II Fm {z(tm)P*(tm)}~ (3 5) i.e. , linear functionals of the operators pi+1(x&t) and P& &(x,t). The c-number equivalents of the operators (3.14) for the normal rule of association are
and 8/6s(h) denotes the functional derivative.
Identity (3.5) may readily be generalized to systems with an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom, in which the operators G (t) are of the form
It should be noted that (3.15) is of the same form as (4.4) "
the following identity:
is defined by ille operator" Z+ is w ere the "Liouvi e .16a, viz. , (4.9) by determining the time-evolution operator for a forced harmonic oscillator, with the Hamiltonian II(t) = Aa)ata+ A f(t) (a+at), (4.10) where f(t) is real and represents the driving force. The interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is, in this case, given by Br(t) = hf(t)(ae '"'+ate*"t) (4.11) The formal expression for the time-evolution operator is, according to (4.11) iBB/ttt= f(t)e iBC/Bt= f(t)e'"' (4.17a) (4.17b) iBA/8t= 2ttf-(t)e'"'C(t) -2ttf(t)e '"'B(t) +P+, ') f(t)-. '-'C-(t)+ P ;)f-(t) -e'-B(t) (4. .17c) This coupled set of differential equations, subject to the initial conditions (4.16) , is readily solved and the result is
where we have chosen to=0. Let us now apply our technique to evaluate (4.12) .
We will restrict ourselves to the class of 0 mappings for which the filter function is again of the form (2.12).
The 0 equivalent of the Hamiltonian (4.11) is given by
F~"'(»s* t) = &f(t)(se '"'+z*e'"') (41 ) It follows from (4.9), (4.12) 
=S&" i{exp|A(t)+B(t)s+C(t)s*)), (4.19) where A(t), B(t), and C(t) are given by Eqs. (4.18).
In particular, let us consider the special case when 0 represents the normal rule of association (tt= t = 0, X= s; cf. 
The parameters X, p, and u characterize, of course, a particular mapping.
Let us take as a trial solution of (4.14) an expression of the form" 2 0 f(t')e '""Ct'
F &"i(s,s*; t) = expLA(t)+B(t)s+C(t)z*j. (4.15) The initial condition (4.7) requires that A(0) =B(0)=C(0) =0. (4.16) We next substitute from (4.15) into (4.14) . Each side is = -l I B(t) I '. (4.20) T exp f (t') (ae '"'+a'e'"")dt'-Noting also that, according to (4.18a) and (4.18b), C(t) = -B*(t) Lsince f(t) is realj, (4.19) 
In a similar manner, one can introduce other linear mapping operators. For example, the operator Qp(~' associated with the antinormal rule of association is defined by the property that
By analogy with (5.7), we define the antinormally ordered time ordered correla-tion function I'r'"& as Here i&~.i, j&~j"are any non-negative integers and T and 1 denote the chronological and the antichronological ordering, respectively. We also introduce the inverse operator O~s &~&, defined by the formula
It is seen from (5. th«6'r'"'((»')" " (s *)'"(»)" " (s )™) -= Co'(») J"". Ed'«)3'" XP&t (t ) J&»~~P&t (t~) g'&, where the identity sign is used in the same sense as before t cf. the discussion following Eq. (1.2.13)g. 
+~n-1~Zn-dz dzs" (s i*))e z i in X E'"'(s. We now consider the multitime phase-space distribution function Cr'"'(zi, zi*, ti, . . . , z", z"*, t ) defined by (5.14). We substitute (5.17) in (5.15) and expand each of the operators exp', at(t, )j and exp/ -n;*a(t, )1 in a power series. Then on using (5.38), we find that
The integration over so can be carried out by noting that Z&»(z, s*,tIs"s,*,t,)E«&(s"z,*,t, Iz"s, ',t,)d's, (t&t, &t,) .
Product of M operators:
A A G1G2 ' GM.
Phase-space equivalent of product of M operators:
Time-ordered product of M operators:
T{G,(t )Gp(to)~~G&p&(t»r) }.
=esp{+ 2 &1,}'tt&p" sr& &yy F~s,zm
Phase-space equivalent of time-ordered product of 3f operators:
'"'=8{T{G&(t&) Gsr(tpr)}} 'Vormally ordered time-ordered correlation function:
h'~' '=»(pE&"(t )3*' L&t(t )3'"r&(t )3'" E&(t )1"}. I'ina11 we display in Table I This expression may be written as Q(n, n*)g"(n, n*) exp(no* -n*s)d'n, (A1) . .~m
=1
Next we express the first term on the right-hand side of (A6) in the form XQ(a", n"*) exp(n"s"* n"-*s") 1
which obviously holds because the 6lter function Q(n, n*) was de6ned as the reciprocal of Q(ot, n*), and it was assumed that Q(n, n*) has no zeros We will now derive identity (4.27), viz. , i.e. , [G, G, ) ) and is independent of the particular choice of Q. We substitute from (A21) in (A15) and expand the expressions on the right-hand side of (A15), which involve the differential operators A;j and %.12...~&"', in power series. We then obtain in a way strictly similar to the derivation of (2.21) the following expression for the product Gl~.G~. Gi('(t, at) G&)i(a, at) =3'.0&")+3'. i&a)+, (A22) where ae, «)=S«){gF «&( *)}~.
(t')F '"'(t)= d'n;d'n, Q(n;, n;*) Q(n;, n, *)
Xexp(A;;)%, @&") exp(nis;* n;*s;)- 
}, gri(n;, n, *, t, ) = (1/s. ) Tr{PI(a, at; t,)Dt(n;) } . [Gi G2 )v&") = 2pBiBs 2vAiA2--+A iB2(X+-',)+A2B, (&, --', ) . (A24) exp(A;&) L& &"& exp(n, s;* -a,*s;) exp(a, s;~-n, *s;) =expP( n;*n;+a;a, *)-) Q(n;, n;*)Q(a&,n;*) XQ(ai+aj& ai*+n,*) exp(nisi ai si) Xexp(a, s;* a;*s;). Z, (tk) Z, (t,)Z, (t,) d'n n; n nk, n;*+n;*+nk*) U(f, fp) = U(t, fi) U(ft, fp) (f& fi& fp) .
(C7) Q(n, P) = exp(&in'+vP'+XaP) .
It will be useful to introduce the generating function A'(pi, )i*,tt, . . . ', $", $"*, t") defined as follows: (4, 
